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Dimensions
 length overall height       plate height   boring
VT-1 37/8" 11/2"                 3/4"   3"

Height

Length

Our Victorian hardware is stamped from solid brass, just as it used to be. The 
pulls are complete with one backplate, one bail, two posts, and fasteners. 

A perfect complement to Victorian and Eastlake reproduction furniture, as well 
as modern Southwestern and Arts & Crafts cabinetry. These brass Victorian 
drawer bail pulls feature intricate details with a rounded or angular embossed 
design. 


VT-1 Victorian Bail Pull

Available 
Finishes

A BSB

LADA

Hardware shown in the Antique finish.
See the rest of the finishes online at 

www.horton-brasses.com/victorianbail.asp
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Dimensions
 width height ring diameter
VT-9 25/8" 31/2" 21/4"

Height

Width

Embodying styles of the late 19th century, angular Victorian ring pulls embellish 
and enhance furniture, drawers, cabinets and other aspects of your home with a 
distinctive period look. Horton Brasses remains true to period sensibilities, and 
for seamlessly blending in with decor, all Victorian style ring pulls and knobs are 
finished by hand in one of our five brass colors.


VT-9 Victorian Ring Pull

Available 
Finishes

A BSB

LADA

Hardware shown in the Antique finish.
See the rest of the finishes online at 

www.horton-brasses.com/victorianring.asp
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Dimensions
 length overall height       plate height   boring
VT-10 41/4" 13/4"                 11/8"  3"

Height

Length

Boring
Our Victorian hardware is stamped from solid brass, just as it used to be. The 
pulls are complete with one backplate, one bail, two posts, and fasteners. 

A perfect complement to Victorian and Eastlake reproduction furniture, as well 
as modern Southwestern and Arts & Crafts cabinetry. These brass Victorian 
drawer bail pulls feature intricate details with a rounded or angular embossed 
design. 


VT-10 Victorian Bail Pull

Hardware shown in the Antique finish.
See the rest of the finishes online at 

www.horton-brasses.com/victorianbail.asp

Available 
Finishes

A BSB LADA
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Dimensions
 length height boring
VT-11 33/4" 113/16" 3"

Height

Length

Boring

Our Victorian hardware is stamped from solid brass, just as it used to be. The 
pulls are complete with one backplate, one bail, two posts, and fasteners. 

A perfect complement to Victorian and Eastlake reproduction furniture, as well 
as modern Southwestern and Arts & Crafts cabinetry. These brass Victorian 
drawer bail pulls feature intricate details with a rounded or angular embossed 
design. 


VT-11 Victorian Bail Pull

Hardware shown in the Light Antique finish.
See the rest of the finishes online at 

www.horton-brasses.com/victorianbail.asp

Available 
Finishes

A BSB LADA
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Height

Length

Boring

Dimensions
 length overall height   plate height boring
VT-16 43/4" 17/8"       17/16"  3"

Hardware shown in the Dark Antique finish.
See the rest of the finishes online at 

www.horton-brasses.com/victorianbail.asp

Available 
Finishes

A BSB LADA

Our Victorian hardware is stamped from solid brass, just as it used to be. The 
pulls are complete with one backplate, one bail, two posts, and fasteners. 

A perfect complement to Victorian and Eastlake reproduction furniture, as well 
as modern Southwestern and Arts & Crafts cabinetry. These brass Victorian 
drawer bail pulls feature intricate details with a rounded or angular embossed 
design. 


VT-16 Victorian Bail Pull
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Dimensions
 length height  boring
VT-27 43/16" 21/4" 3"

Height

Length

Boring

Our Victorian hardware is stamped from solid brass, just as it used to be. The 
pulls are complete with one backplate, one bail, two posts, and fasteners. 

A perfect complement to Victorian and Eastlake reproduction furniture, as well 
as modern Southwestern and Arts & Crafts cabinetry. These brass Victorian 
drawer bail pulls feature intricate details with a rounded or angular embossed 
design. 


VT-27 Victorian Bail Pull

Hardware shown in the Semi Bright finish.
See the rest of the finishes online at 

www.horton-brasses.com/victorianbail.asp

Available 
Finishes

A BSB LADA
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Height

Length

VT-74Dimensions
 length height    back plate boring
VT-74 33/4" 13/8"    3/4"  3"

Our Victorian hardware is stamped from solid brass, just as it used to be. The 
pulls are complete with one backplate, one bail, two posts, and fasteners. 

A perfect complement to Victorian and Eastlake reproduction furniture, as well 
as modern Southwestern and Arts & Crafts cabinetry. These brass Victorian 
drawer bail pulls feature intricate details with a rounded or angular embossed 
design. 


VT-74 Victorian Bail Pull

Hardware shown in the Bright finish.
See the rest of the finishes online at 

www.horton-brasses.com/victorianbail.asp

Available 
Finishes

A BSB LADA
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Available 
Finishes

A BSB

LADA
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Height

Width

VT-4 Actual Size

Dimensions
 width height    ring diameter
VT-4 13/4" 21/4"    11/2"

Embodying styles of the late 19th century, angular Victorian ring pulls embellish 
and enhance furniture, drawers, cabinets and other aspects of your home with a 
distinctive period look. Horton Brasses remains true to period sensibilities, and 
for seamlessly blending in with decor, all Victorian style ring pulls and knobs are 
finished by hand in one of our five brass colors.

Horton Brasses’ angular Victorian pulls, knobs and escutcheons can be installed 
alone or combined together; for a unified look, all hardware matches another.


VT-4 Angular Victorian Ring Pull

Hardware shown in the Antique finish.
See the rest of the finishes online at 

www.horton-brasses.com/angular.asp



Hardware shown in the Light Antique finish.
See the rest of the finishes online at 

www.horton-brasses.com/angular.asp
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Height

Length

Dimensions
 length height    plate height ring diameter
VT-15 41/4" 21/8"    13/4"  11/2"

Embodying styles of the late 19th century, angular Victorian ring pulls embellish 
and enhance furniture, drawers, cabinets and other aspects of your home with a 
distinctive period look. Horton Brasses remains true to period sensibilities, and 
for seamlessly blending in with decor, all Victorian style ring pulls and knobs are 
finished by hand in one of our five brass colors.

Horton Brasses’ angular Victorian pulls, knobs and escutcheons can be installed 
alone or combined together; for a unified look, all hardware matches another.


VT-15 Angular Victorian Ring Pull

Available 
Finishes

A BSB LADA
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Height

Width

VT-18 Actual Size

Diameter

Dimensions
 length width    knob diameter projection
VT-18 13/4" 13/4"    1"  1"

Hardware shown in the Dark Antique finish.
See the rest of the finishes online at 

www.horton-brasses.com/angular.asp

Available 
Finishes

A BSB LADA

Embodying styles of the late 19th century, angular Victorian ring pulls embellish 
and enhance furniture, drawers, cabinets and other aspects of your home with a 
distinctive period look. Horton Brasses remains true to period sensibilities, and 
for seamlessly blending in with decor, all Victorian style ring pulls and knobs are 
finished by hand in one of our five brass colors.

Horton Brasses’ angular Victorian pulls, knobs and escutcheons can be installed 
alone or combined together; for a unified look, all hardware matches another.


VT-18 Angular Victorian Knob Pull
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Dimensions
 length height    plate height boring
VT-20 41/4" 2"    13/4"  3"

Height

Length

Hardware shown in the Light Antique finish.
See the rest of the finishes online at 

www.horton-brasses.com/angular.asp

Available 
Finishes A BSB LADA

Embodying styles of the late 19th century, angular Victorian ring pulls 
embellish and enhance furniture, drawers, cabinets and other aspects 
of your home with a distinctive period look. Horton Brasses remains 
true to period sensibilities, and for seamlessly blending in with decor, all 
Victorian style ring pulls and knobs are finished by hand in one of our 
five brass colors.

Horton Brasses’ angular Victorian pulls, knobs and escutcheons can be 
installed alone or combined together; for a unified look, all hardware 
matches another.


VT-20 Angular Victorian Pull
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Dimensions
 length height    knob diameter projection
VT-21 41/4" 13/4"    1"  1"

Height

Length

Hardware shown in the Antique finish.
See the rest of the finishes online at 

www.horton-brasses.com/angular.asp

Available 
Finishes

A BSB LADA

Embodying styles of the late 19th century, angular Victorian ring pulls embellish 
and enhance furniture, drawers, cabinets and other aspects of your home with a 
distinctive period look. Horton Brasses remains true to period sensibilities, and 
for seamlessly blending in with decor, all Victorian style ring pulls and knobs are 
finished by hand in one of our five brass colors.

Horton Brasses’ angular Victorian pulls, knobs and escutcheons can be installed 
alone or combined together; for a unified look, all hardware matches another.


VT-21 Angular Victorian Knob Pull
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Dimensions
 diameter      base    projection
K-27 7/8"      7/16"    5/8"
K-27 11/8"      7/16"    7/8"

Projection

Diameter

VT-27

Base

Unique stamped in solid brass. Intricately detailed with floral patterns 
reminiscent of the Victorian era. 

Each piece has a delicately stamped knob front and is assembled by 
crimping the front and back together. Available with or without a 
backplate.


K-27 Victorian Knob

See the rest of the finishes online at 
www.horton-brasses.com/victoriandrawer.asp

Available 
Finishes

A BSB LADA

K-27 11/8" Antique

K-27 7/8" Light Antique
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